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Communication Matters
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When communicating newborn hearing screening results, it is vital to
ensure families have a positive experience with your newborn hearing
screening program, that families understand next steps depending on
the screening results, and that families know how to access appropriate
follow-up care if their baby doesn’t pass their 1st or 2nd screening.

Communication
Matters

How You Say It Matters
• Communicate results verbally and in writing
• Share handouts, pamphlets, and points of contact with families
• Answer a family’s questions

Scripts for Newborn
Hearing Screening
Health Literacy: Do
Parents Understand
what you Say?

• Know that families will likely have questions when they return home

Scripts for Newborn Hearing Screening - Take a Look!
The National Center for Hearing Assessment & Management (NCHAM) offers excellent scripts for sharing
screening results with families and caregivers. NCHAM also features timely scripts for communicating
screening results during the COVID-19 pandemic. Both scripts are available in both English & Spanish and
specifically address microtia/atresia.
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Health Literacy:
Do Families Understand What You Say?
Below are 8 key reminders on health literacy when sharing newborn screening results. Want to learn
more? Check out AAP’s free course on Health Literacy to gain better skills in family-centered care.

8 Key Reminders On Health Literacy
1.

IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM

5.

If families do not complete health
forms, miss appointments, or do not
follow through on recommendations,
it is possible they may not understand
the information shared.
2.

Try saying, “First I will…” at the
beginning of each topic. Try saying,
“Let’s summarize…” at the end of your
conversation.
6.

SLOW DOWN
Sit down. Talk slowly. Focus on the
family.

3.

TRY THE TEACH-BACK OR
SHOW-ME TECHNIQUE
Check for understanding by asking
parents & caregivers to repeat
information or show you where to find
information in their written materials.

USE PLAIN, NON-MEDICAL
LANGUAGE
Keep it simple. Avoid use of medical
jargon.

4.

USE ORIENTING STATEMENTS

7.

CREATE A SUPPORTIVE
ENVIRONMENT
Try saying, “Do you have any other
questions or concerns that I haven’t
addressed?”

SHOW OR DRAW PICTURES
Use visuals to support understanding.
8.

OUTLINE A ROADMAP
Share the Hands & Voices Roadmap with
families so they understand next steps &
who to contact with questions.

2020 and 2021 Data Entry Reminder!
We encourage you to prioritize data entry into the new HIDS database in this prioritized order. First,
enter current 2021 data. Then, by March 26, 2021, please enter 2019 data. Tracking screening data
helps us optimize our state program to better serve infants with hearing loss and their families.

Here To Help
For technical questions about hearing screening,
please contact:
Hannah Glick, AuD, PhD, CCC-A
EHDI Consultant
hannah.glick@colorado.edu
303-518-2053

For HIDS system access questions, please contact:
Leanne Glenn
Newborn Hearing Screening Coordinator
Leanne.Glenn@state.co.us
303-692-2603
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